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Abraham and Isaac, 1645
Etching and drypoint on laid paper
B.34, I/II (White & Boon only state); H. 214

Rembrandt represents the patriarch and his son just prior to 
Abraham’s attempt to sacrifice Isaac. Abraham is portrayed 
as obedient to God’s command, yet in anguish, in contrast 
to the young Isaac, who accepts his fate. 

For Christians, this scene is often interpreted as a precursor 
to the crucifixion of Christ in the New Testament. Within the 
context of Judaism, this narrative serves as a reminder of 
the importance of obedience to God’s will and his divine 
plan. 

This etching captures the diverse breadth of style of 
Rembrandt’s etched line work. His use of drypoint enhances 
the sense of weighty volume and velvety texture of 
Abraham’s and Isaac’s garments.



Abraham Casting Out Hagar and Ishmael, 1637
Etching and drypoint on laid paper
B.30, I/I (White & Boon only state); H. 149

Here, the beloved Jewish-Christian patriarch Abraham 
reluctantly exiles his first-born son, Ishmael, and the boy’s 
mother, Hagar. Abraham’s wife, Sarah, peering from a 
window, appears satisfied at Hagar and Ishmael’s departure. 
Rembrandt poses Abraham with one foot firmly planted on 
the threshold leading up to his home and the other on the 
ground level where Hagar and Ishmael stand—symbolizing 
Abraham’s conflicted heart.



Abraham Entertaining the Angels, 1656
Etching and drypoint on laid paper
B.29, I/I (White & Boon only state); H. 286

Three angels disguised as travelers are served by Abraham 
and Sarah; they bring news that despite their old age, the 
couple will have a son. Rembrandt individualized each 
character with expressive features and demeanors. The 
figure of Abraham, at the far right, exhibits not just hospitality 
but also humility and charity. Sarah, shrouded in shadow 
in the doorway, receives the angels’ news with curiosity 
and surprise. Rembrandt’s depiction of the three angels is 
believed to be inspired by Mughal miniature paintings from 
South Asia, which he owned and copied.



PIETER LASTMAN (DUTCH, 1583-1633)
Abraham’s Sacrifice, 1624
Drawing in pen, brown ink, and wash over red and 
black chalk on paper

Pieter Lastman served as Rembrandt’s teacher when he 
was a young artist, and despite only instructing Rembrandt 
for six months in 1624, he has been inextricably tied to his 
accomplished pupil in art historical scholarship ever since. 
This drawing was likely a study for Lastman’s large painted 
version of the same subject, and Rembrandt would likely 
have encountered this drawing while working in Lastman’s 
studio. Lastman studied in Italy and was influenced by the 
style of Caracci and Caravaggio. Lastman is believed to be 
the first Dutch artist to depict the biblical story of Abraham’s 
sacrifice.

Lastman and his Amsterdam contemporaries have come to 
be referred to as the “Pre-Rembrandtists,” which implies that 
their significance only lies in their supposed pre-figuration 
of Rembrandt. In fact, these artists enjoyed considerable 
acclaim in their own right from the artistic community during 
their period.



Abraham’s Sacrifice, 1655
Etching on laid paper with pen and ink ruled lines
B.35, I/I (White & Boon only state); H. 238

Abraham’s Sacrifice is widely considered to be one of 
Rembrandt’s most emotionally expressive works. Recorded 
in Genesis 22, God tests Abraham by commanding him to 
sacrifice Isaac. As a reward for Abraham’s obedience, God 
sends an angel who provides a ram to replace Abraham’s 
son as the offering. 

The artist depicts the most intense moment of the narrative 
as the angel stops Abraham’s hand, which holds the blade 
intended for Isaac’s neck. The sacrificial ram is almost 
hidden from view, but can be spotted in the shadows under 
the angel’s right wing. Rembrandt infused the scene with 
dramatic lighting—the shadows point to Abraham’s inner 
turmoil, but the rays of heavenly light reveal God’s mercy. It 
is thought that Rembrandt may have used his then 14-year-
old son as a model for the figure of the angel.



David in Prayer, 1652
Etching on laid paper
B.41, II/III (White & Boon state III; likely a posthumous 
impression); H.258); H.118

King David succeeded Saul as the second king of the 
young Israelite nation. Scholars disagree about the scene 
depicted here. David may be praying to save the life of the 
child that he conceived illicitly with the married Bathsheba, 
or he may be repenting for the adultery he committed with 
Bathsheba. Some scholars believe David is praying to save 
his people from the plague unleashed on them after he 
angered God in his attempt to reform his army. It is quite 
possible that Rembrandt had multiple narratives in mind 
when etching his picture of the contrite king. 

Rembrandt represents a moment of penitence for David—
the king’s visage is without any distinctive features, and the 
parallel lines that mark his face are typical of Rembrandt’s 
etching style in the 1650s. These lines may also serve to cast 
a “veil” of shame over David for his many sins.



Ephraim Bonus, Jewish Physician, 1647
Etching, engraving, and drypoint on laid paper
B.278, II/II (White & Boon state II); H.226

Rembrandt depicts the Sephardic Jewish doctor Ephraim 
Hezekiah Bueno van Rodrigo—widely known as Ephraim 
Bonus. Bueno belonged to the prestigious medical 
tradition of the Sephardim and held a prominent place in 
Amsterdam’s Jewish intellectual community. From an exiled 
Spanish family, Bueno studied medicine at the University 
of Bordeaux in Bayonne following in the footsteps of his 
father Joseph, who was famous for treating the esteemed 
Dutch Prince Maurits van Orange on his deathbed in 1625. 
Bueno was the only Jew permitted to hold a position on 
Amsterdam’s surgeon’s guild, which Jewish doctors were 
usually forbidden to join. He was also a patron of the Jewish 
printing house run by Rabbi Menasseh ben Israel, and was also 
a poet and translator. Rembrandt sympathetically depicts 
Bueno’s comportment as professional and prosperous, yet 
also virtuous and modest.



Four Illustrations to Menasseh ben Israel’s ‘Piedra 
Gloriosa’, 1655
Etching, engraving, drypoint on vellum
B.36, III/V (White & Boon state III); H.284

In 1655, Rabbi Menasseh ben Israel commissioned Rembrandt 
to create four illustrations (seen on the following four pages 
of this gallery guide) for his Messianic book Piedra Gloriosa 
de la Estatua de Nebuchadnesar (The Glorious Stone of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s Statute). Following conversations he 
had with protestant theologians, the rabbi became an 
apologist for a reconciliation between the Judaic and 
Christian faiths. Scholars have argued that Rembrandt 
shared Menasseh’s desire for harmony between Jews and 
Christians in anticipation of the Messiah’s arrival. These four 
impressions are printed on vellum and are exceptionally 
rare.



The Image Seen by Nebuchadezzar

Rembrandt represents a dream of the Babylonian King 
Nebuchadnezzar, which Daniel interpreted with the help of 
God. In the dream, a mystical stone destroyed the statue 
of the king, which Daniel interpreted as the defeat of all 
past and present persecutors of Israel (like Babylon) and the 
coming of the Messiah, represented by the divine stone.



Jacob’s Ladder

Jacob lies down to rest from his travels and chooses a stone 
for a pillow. While asleep, he dreams of angels ascending 
and descending a ladder that stretches up to heaven. 
Upon waking, Jacob consecrates the stone as a sacred 
pillar and declares that this stone marks “God’s house.” 
Menasseh believed the stone in this narrative was the same 
stone present in The Image Seen by Nebuchadnezzar and 
David and Goliath—a symbol of the coming of the Messiah.



David and Goliath

David and Goliath continues to highlight the Messianic 
stone, and it now appears as the weapon of the young 
shepherd, David, which he used to defeat Goliath, the 
imposing Philistine giant.



Daniel’s Vision of Four Beasts

In Daniel’s visionary dream, he sees four menacing, hybrid 
beasts. In the lower half of the print, the strange beasts are 
bound to the darkness of their earthly setting and separated 
from the inaugural scene above. Rembrandt has included a 
visual depiction of God on his throne receiving the Messiah, 
despite the fact that visual depictions of God were rare 
among both Jews and Christians during this era.



Jacob Caressing Benjamin (Abraham Caressing 
Isaac), c. 1637
Etching on laid paper 
B.33, I/III (White & Boon state I); H. 148

Formerly known as Abraham Caressing Isaac, this print has 
now been identified as a tender moment between the 
patriarch Jacob and his son Benjamin. Rembrandt’s wife, 
Saskia, was pregnant during the conception of this etching, 
which is perhaps an explanation for his increased interest 
in the study of gestures and facial expressions of young 
children. 

The interaction in this print contrasts the interaction between 
father and son in the print Abraham’s Sacrifice. In that image, 
Abraham’s gesture is firm and cold as he covers Isaac’s eyes 
while his other hand grasps a blade raised in anticipation of 
the sacrifice of his son. Here, the interplay between father 
and son is gentle and warm as Jacob cradles Benjamin’s 
chin while the boy leans playfully over his father’s knee.



Joseph and Potiphar’s Wife, 1634
Etching on laid paper
B.39, IV/IV (Basan workshop); H.118

Rembrandt depicts a dramatic struggle between Joseph 
and the wife of his Egyptian slave master, Potiphar. Joseph 
is seen trying to repel the advances of Potiphar’s wife: “And 
she caught him by the garment, saying, lie with me: and 
he left his garment in her hand, and fled, and got him out.” 
Joseph raises his hands as if to absolve himself of guilt, while 
Potiphar’s wife dynamically twists as she clutches his coat. 

The viewer’s eye is drawn to the female figure’s exposed 
flesh, which blends with the canopied bed, suggestive of 
a cavern of darkness. The picture is clearly split between 
the sinful darkness that Potiphar’s wife inhabits, in contrast 
to the clean, pure light that surrounds Joseph. Rembrandt’s 
unabashed treatment of the female anatomy in this print 
would likely have astonished 17th-century viewers, raising 
questions of morality and immorality.



Joseph Telling His Dreams, 1638
Etching on laid paper
B.37, II/VI (White & Boon state II); H.160

The young Joseph recounts his dreams to his family, telling 
them of a dream wherein he possesses the authority of a 
ruler and all bow down to him. Joseph is surrounded by nine 
of his brothers, while a tenth brother is identified only by his 
fingertips cut off by the right edge of the etching. They act 
out a variety of responses, from wonder to jealousy and 
suspicion. The two women in the scene are believed to be 
Leah, the mother of Joseph’s half brothers, Reuben and 
Judah; and Dinah, Joseph’s only sister. 

This print is one of Rembrandt’s more intricate compositions. 
Before executing the etching on a copperplate, he 
sketched a version in red chalk. Other preliminary studies 
for this etching include a pen and wash drawing and an oil 
sketch.



Jews in the Synagogue (Pharisees in the Temple), 1648
Etching and drypoint on laid paper
B.126, II/IX (White & Boon state II); H.234

This etching is one of Rembrandt’s most puzzling Old Testament 
scenes, and its title has been the subject of much debate. The 
work has traditionally been known as Jews in the Synagogue, 
but records show that the alternate title of Pharisees in the 
Temple was in use as early as 1679. Rembrandt might have 
had a particular story in mind while creating this print, but 
it is more likely that he took advantage of an opportunity 
to reveal his aesthetic imagination, inventing a scene that 
merged his experience in 17th-century Amsterdam with his 
rich knowledge of biblical history.

Rembrandt used local Jewish subjects as models for many 
of his works, and the cloaks, turbans, and caps seen here 
indicate that Rembrandt may have based these figures 
on contemporary Ashkenazic Jewish immigrants living in 
Amsterdam.



Portrait of a Man in a Broad Brimmed Hat (Menasseh 
ben Israel), 1636
Etching on laid paper
B.269, III/III (White & Boon state III; likely a posthumous 
impression); H.146

In the 18th century this print was first identified as Rabbi 
Menasseh ben Israel, an influential rabbi, scholar, and Jewish 
apologist known for his interfaith diplomacy. However, 
scholars today disagree about whether this portrait actually 
represents Menasseh. If the portrait’s identification as 
Menasseh is valid, the rabbi himself may have commissioned 
it in exchange for consulting Rembrandt on the artist’s 
painted Hebrew text in Belshazzar’s Feast (National Gallery, 
London, c. 1635). During Rembrandt’s era, rabbis who 
published writings would often commission artists to create 
printed portraits of themselves to be distributed with their 
publications or among their congregations.

Whomever the subject, this simple, bust-length portrait 
exemplifies a popular mode of portraiture among the 
urban elite of Amsterdam in the 17th century—a mode that 
Rembrandt often would have employed and adapted for 
his diverse clientele.



Self-Portrait with Plumed Cap and Lowered Sabre, 1634
Etching on laid paper
B.23, III/III (White & Boon state III); H.110

Rembrandt is known in art history for having produced one 
of the largest bodies of self-portraits of any artist, including 
over 40 paintings, 31 etchings, and several drawings. He 
likely used his self-portraits as demonstrations of his artistic 
ability when pursuing potential patrons. This portrait is his 
first etched self-portrait and dates from around the time 
of his relocation from Leiden to the major artistic center of 
Amsterdam. Though he was a young man of 28, he depicts 
himself as an older wealthy courtier. He wears fanciful 
garments and a plumed hat that were not common in the 
Netherlands in the 17th century, but were more likely drawn 
from the artist’s collection of foreign clothing acquired in 
the ports of Amsterdam.

Printmakers, including Rembrandt, often revise and reprint 
their etching plates, resulting in variations known as “states.” 
The first state of this print reveals a full-length portrait, in which 
Rembrandt holds a lowered saber. In the third state (seen 
here), Rembrandt has cut the plate into an oval shape, 
focused on the head and shoulders only.



St. Catherine (The Little Jewish Bride), 1638
Etching and touches of drypoint on laid paper
B.342, I/I (White & Boon only state); H.154

Referred to as The Little Jewish Bride in relation to its similar 
counterpart The Great Jewish Bride—both sitters have loose, 
flowing hair and wear a headband common among Jewish 
brides in this era—this etching is now thought to represent 
Rembrandt’s wife Saskia in the guise of St. Catherine of 
Alexandria. 

St. Catherine of Alexandria was a noble and educated virgin 
saint, who, at the age of 18, chided the Emperor Maximinus 
for his unfair treatment of Christians—an act for which she 
was interrogated. During her interrogation, she converted 
her persecutors and the empress to Christianity, infuriating 
the emperor. Maximinus punished her by ordering her to 
be tortured on a spiked wheel. The wheel miraculously 
shattered at the first touch of Catherine’s body; instead, 
she was decapitated and immediately upon her death her 
body ascended to heaven. The spiked wheel has become 
the token of her sainthood and can be seen peeking out 
from behind her in the lower right corner of the composition.



The Angel Departing from the Family of Tobias, 1641
Etching and drypoint on wove paper
B.43, VIII/IX (Basan workshop); H.185

Rembrandt depicts a moment of grand spiritual revelation 
and divine providence. Tobias, the son of the long-suffering 
Tobit, has returned to his family after a long journey. Despite 
his many hardships, Tobit was steadfast in his faith and in 
his adherence to Judaic law. As an answer to prayer for 
divine aid, an angel appeared in the guise of a traveler 
to accompany Tobias on his journey. After safely guiding 
Tobias home, the disguised archangel Raphael suddenly 
reveals his identity and departs from Tobit’s family. Tobit and 
his family demonstrate reactions of awe and surprise as the 
angel’s feet vanish toward the sky.

Rembrandt’s masterful use of chiaroscuro (intensely 
contrasting light and shadow) emphasizes the light of the 
angel’s divinity compared to the dim earthly surroundings. 
The gestural lines, especially surrounding the angel, imbue 
the scene with energy and a sense of unexpected action.



The Blindness of Tobit: The Larger Plate, 1651
Etching and drypoint on laid paper
B.42, II/II (White & Boon state II; likely a posthumous 
impression); H.252

Rembrandt depicts a scene from the Book of Tobit, which 
relates the narrative of a righteous, yet long-suffering, 
Israelite who is living in exile. The blind Tobit rushes to greet 
his son, who has returned after a long journey. Tobit’s frailty 
is demonstrated by his feeble figure and sunken eyes—a 
symbol of the character’s vulnerability. In his eagerness to 
greet his son, Tobit has veered slightly to his left and missed 
the door, despite the dog trying to steer him in the right 
direction. In the process Tobit has knocked over the spinning 
wheel with which his wife earns the family’s living.

The Book of Tobit is now largely considered a non-canonical 
text by Protestants and Jews. In fact, heated debate 
occurred in the Netherlands about whether the book should 
be included in the 1637 printing of the Dutch Statenbijbel. 
Due to protest, the Book of Tobit was included, albeit with 
a disclaimer. Rembrandt had a particular interest in the 
Book of Tobit, perhaps because his father was afflicted with 
blindness.



The Great Jewish Bride, 1635
Etching, engraving, and drypoint on laid paper
B.340, V/V (White & Boon state v); H.127

Just as Rembrandt often used himself as a model, he 
frequently used his wife, Saskia, as one for both etchings and 
paintings, casting her in a wide range of biblical, historical, 
and contemporary roles. The Great Jewish Bride is likely a 
portrait of Saskia in the guise of the Old Testament heroine 
Esther, a Jewish queen of a Persian king. Eighteenth-century 
art historians first believed that this etching was a portrait of 
Saskia as a Jewish bride because of the pearls on her head 
and her loose, flowing hair. More recent scholarship interprets 
the work as a portrait of Saskia in the guise of Esther, and this 
attribution is now widely accepted by Rembrandt scholars. 
Whether intended as a Jewish bride, Saskia, or Esther, the 
sitter possesses a sobriety and poise that has been carefully 
delineated by Rembrandt—an ideal example of the artist’s 
innovative skill in portraiture.

This rich, velvety impression was once part of the collection 
of King Ferdinand II of Portugal (1816–1885); the verso bears 
his collector’s stamp.



The Return of the Prodigal Son, 1636
Etching on laid paper
B.91, I/III (White & Boon only state); H.147

In this parable, a young man demands his inheritance from 
his father and quickly squanders it all in a self-indulgent frenzy. 
The son eventually returns home destitute, and instead of 
greeting his son with wrath, the father graciously welcomes 
him. 

While this story is a New Testament parable, it would 
have resonated with the Sephardic Jews living in the 
Netherlands during Rembrandt’s lifetime, who, after being 
forced to suppress their Jewish faith for generations due 
to religious intolerance in Spain and Portugal, were finally 
able to practice their faith openly after immigrating to 
the Netherlands. For these Sephardic Jews, arriving in the 
Netherlands was a type of “return” or homecoming. Beyond 
its historical and contextual significance, this print possesses 
a universal pathos and humanity and has the ability to 
appeal to diverse audiences.



The Triumph of Mordecai, c. 1641
Etching and drypoint on laid paper
B.40, III/IV (White & Boon only state); H.171

This etching is a portrayal of a scene from the story of Esther, 
who was the queen of the Persian King Ahasuerus, or Xerxes 
I. Esther, orphaned and raised by her cousin Mordecai, is 
chided by him to keep her Jewish identity hidden in order 
to protect her status as queen. 

In the scene depicted here, Mordecai has triumphed over 
the high-ranking noble Haman, who had lobbied the king 
to eradicate the Jewish population in Persia. Haman is 
forced to lead a royal procession honoring Mordecai, who is 
crowned and dressed in royal robes. Queen Esther and King 
Ahasuerus look on from a nearby balcony. Like Esther and 
Mordecai, many of the Jews of 17th-century Amsterdam 
had been displaced from their homeland and forbidden 
to practice Judaism by foreign political powers. 


